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RELATIONSHIPS AND 
RITUALS: HOW TO KEEP 

COMPANY CULTURE FROM 
GOING WRONG IN TIMES OF 

RAPID GROWTH
by Josh Levine Great Mondays

F rom sex in stairwells and absentee management to 
outright racism: a spate of news recently has cov-
ered cultures going awry in Silicon Valley. While 

the extreme cases on the left coast make headlines, errant 
cultures affect companies of all kind and size. Keeping cul-
ture from unraveling is a significant challenge every growth 
organization must learn to manage if its leaders intend to 
succeed in the long run.

In modest-sized organizations, a few individuals rely on 
one another to get work done, usually becoming a tight-knit 
bunch in the process. Let’s call this an intimate community: 
a group of people where “most of the members recognize and are 
recognized by many of the others.” By nature and necessity, 
when put together, individuals develop relationships, and 
when intimate communities form, they collective hold the 
“knowing”—the “who’s” and “what’s” of the organization. 
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(Everyone knows Shelby is the code base wizard; Sanjay 
said we broke our sales records last quarter.)

The connections in these communities enable this wide-
spread knowing—where one person can have a sense of 
what’s happening throughout the company. In turn, this 
knowing strengthens our connections. It’s a self-reinforcing 
loop, where relationships serve as the synapses of business.

But what happens when hiring kicks into overdrive and 
more people show up for work? The number of relationships 
we need to manage explodes. At some point, it’s too much 
for our brains, even with the help of new hire emails and 
org charts.

https:
lh4.googleusercontent.com/uJ0PS-Eoc4R7kearXFY0 
x5UWcemDyurHgssvcHUc9VXufM9_cDwoaG_MNU 
fWMBqt5jN83EVCPXP6a5tPdgY1mpu2VhiMaHYky 
AbS2Vo81ayezLsMZhW10Kcb9HYYUyG1aGJfo5uz

Constant growth, whether by acquisition or placement, 
diminishes the percentage of “who’s” and “what’s” each 
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knows, eventually weakening the relationship of any one 
individual to the company as a whole. We tend to trust 
those with whom we have history. We understand their 
motivations and can predict how they’ll react. What do we 
do when we find ourselves surrounded by people we don’t 
quite recognize?

Relationships foster culture, but when those relation-
ships become unmanageable, humans look to the safety 
of those they know and trust. Whether they realize it or 
not, every leader of every growth organization will face the 
phenomena of staff subdividing into intimate communities.

Leaders who want to design their culture, not just let it 
happen to them, ask: When does this subdivision begin? 
Does a magic number of employees compel culture changes? 
And what can be done about it?

If you’ve worked with another human, you know good 
relationships foster good work. These bonds are the con-
duits of culture, and while they don’t guarantee success, 
you can be sure it ain’t happening without them. Think of 
relationships as connective tissue: take this essential layer 
away, and business would just be a pile of old laptops and 
financial documents.

No blue-chip CEO will argue the point: the human side 
of business is critical to success. But how does this system 
of relationships change as startups emerge from their pro-
verbial garages with dreams of long-term success? I propose 
an answer: relationship decay. As co-workers increase in 
number, our brains have to work harder to remember all 
the names, faces, and details. We are forced to choose who 
we know and how well.

Why should anyone care? Relationship decay is the 
reason startup cultures fail. 
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https:
lh4.googleusercontent.com/bVgDCbtWF2ai-QqhrNIqM 
jvf4kAJ1E1-CxguNx7UF6I3XPKB1jKh7rleQSm42FEq2 
RrknYMzQT0BOS3fRFCYfbdd1c-wkTW0VTGFoTcL5 
ViNGrfaT3ENHXU-1ad_kgbYEgOBYzaP

 
Without foresight and guidance, startup cultures weaken 

with growth. The deterioration is hardly noticeable at first, 
but when it gains momentum, employees will look around 
and no longer know all of the “who’s” and “what’s” that 
have contributed to the organization’s cohesion. This is it: 
the moment culture is at its highest risk of unraveling. If 
we can see it coming, maybe we can prepare for it.

DR. DUNBAR, I PRESUME?
In 1993, British anthropologist Robin Dunbar the-
orized that as a group grows in size, it requires more 
relationship-strengthening activities or “social grooming” 
to operate effectively. In his research of primates, he observed 
that the more individuals in a group, the more relation-
ships existed. The more relationships there are, the more 
social grooming is needed. The more social grooming that’s 
needed, the more energy is required to maintain the group’s 
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structure. In fact, Dunbar observed that in nonhuman pri-
mates social grooming time is linearly related to group size.

How do they do it? It turns out for primates, social 
grooming is mainly achieved through actual grooming, but 
for humans it’s language.

Maintaining stability of human-sized groups by groom-
ing alone would make intolerable time demands. […] the 
evolution of large groups in the human lineage depended 
on developing a more efficient method for time-sharing 
the processes of social bonding.

In human conversations, about 60 percent of time is 
spent gossiping about relationships and personal experi-
ences. Language may accordingly have evolved to allow 
individuals to learn about the behavioral characteristics of 
other group members more rapidly than was feasible by 
direct observation alone.

Fascinating. But no matter how chatty we may be, 
even homo sapiens have an upper limit when it comes to 
group size. Dunbar concludes that groups can only grow so 
large—eventually what it takes to maintain the relationships 
outweighs the benefit of being together. When the number 
of individuals grows beyond 150, now known as Dunbar’s 
Number, the group will divide or create subgroups. (Even 
author Malcolm Gladwell name-checked this phenomenon 
in his book The Tipping Point.)

Neighborhoods within towns, teams within leagues, 
and even clans within online communities are all examples 
of organized groups that more or less adhere to Dunbar’s 
theory. So that’s the moment of risk, yes? I wasn’t so sure.

I had seen organizational culture go through significant 
change well before that. So I did some more digging. It turns 
out, when it comes to work, the wheels on the culture wagon 
may get wobbly way sooner than Dunbar might expect.


